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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that if R is a commutative ring with unity, then every R-algebra, 
automorphism of the algebra of upper triangular n X n matrices over R is inner. 
Let R be a commutative ring with unity and z(R) the R-algebra of 
upper triangular n x n matrices over R. It was stated in [l] that every 
R-algebra automorphism of 3’JR) is inner provided R is an integral domain. 
In I. M. Isaacs’s review [2] of this result he mentioned that the proof was in 
error (although the theorem is true) and also suggested that the hypothesis 
that R is an integral domain probably could be weakened or perhaps 
eliminated altogether. It is the purpose of this note to simultaneously correct 
the error and generalize the result of [l], thereby confirming the accuracy of 
Isaacs’s conjecture. 
THEOREM. lf R is any commutative ring with unity, then every R-algebra 
automorphism of q< R) is inner. 
Proof. We induct on n, the result being trivial with n = 1, since the 
only R-algebra automorphism of R itself is the identity mapping. Thus, 
assuming the theorem for matrices of size less than n, let 0 be an R-algebra 
automorphism of F= T(R). 
Let Eij denote the standard unit matrices for 1~ i, j Q n and 1, the 
k x k identity matrix. We first show that @(E,,) = T-‘E,,T for some 
invertible T E 37 
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We use the following notation: 
O( E,,) = [ C?$‘] for k=1,2 ,..., n, 
@( &++I) = [ 4y] for k=1,2 ,..., n-l. 
Using 
O(E k,k+l) = @(%d@(Ek,k+A O(E k.k+#Wd =O, 
and looking at diagonal entries, we obtain 
for 1~ k < n - 1 and 1 G i G n. Recalling that the matrices are upper triangu- 
lar, we have 
Thus the matrices @( Ek,k+l) are strictly upper triangular for k = 1,2,. , 
n -1. 
Now consider the product 
@(E,,) = @(E,,)@(h) *.. @(En-,,,) 
the (i,j) entry of which is 
But since the matrices are strictly upper triangular, the nonzero terms in the 
above sum must have first subscript less than the second; thus there can be 
only one such term, namely that in which 
i = 1, rr = 2, r.2 = 3 )..., r,_z=n-1, j= n. 
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We now know that the (1, n) entry of @(El,) is u#$ . . . 
other entries are 0, that is, 
O( E,,) = a’,‘,~$? . . . a(nn_l;)nEln. 
The above is all true for 0-l as well, so 
a-‘( E,,) = b$cbriz,‘*. . bE-ll;E , In> 
where the b’s are elements of R. Since 
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@:,!I, while all 
it follows that u!y, ah?,.. ., u~..I~~~~ are units of R. 
Using @(El,)= @(E,,)@(E,,), we get @ = ~$)a$), and since uy, is a 
unit we obtain et:) = 1. Similarly, for k = 1,2,. . . , n - 1 we use @(E,,, + 1> = 
O(i k k+$W+u+l) t o o bt 
(k) (k) (k+l) ain ak,k+l= ak,k+lek+l,k+lp and since aCk ?k,k+l 
is a unit, we have eiyr!h+, = 1. We now have et:) = e$ = . * . = ei:,’ = 1. 
Using @( Ekk)O(Eqy) = 0 for q # k, we have eCk)eCq) = 0 with ei;‘l,’ = 1, 
whence eck) = 0 In short, the k th diagonal entry lfr &!E,,) is 1, while the 
other diagznal entries are 0, that is, @(E,,) has the form O( E,,) = E,, + Sk 
where S, is strictly upper triangular. 
Taking k = 1, we use the fact that O( E,,) is idempotent and S, E,, = 0 to 
obtain S, = E,,S, -t- Sf, which upon left multiplication by S, yields Sf = Sf 
= . . . = S; = 0. Thus S, = E,,S,, and therefore we may write 
r 1 C*s Cl3 .*. Cl, 1 
0 
. I . . 
Taking 
Cl2 c,3 -.’ Cln 
I”--, 
gives @(Err)= T-‘E,,T, and since our aim is to show 0 inner, we may 
assume @(El,) = E,,. 
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We now apply the inductive hypothesis to 
Note that for A E r we have A E 9 iff E,,A = 0 = AE,,. But E,,A = 0 = 
AE,, iff E,,@(A) = 0 = O(A)E,,, and hence A E 9 iff O(A) E 9. Induc- 
tively, 0 restricted to 9 is inner; say it is induced by S, E 9. Let 
S = E,, + S,. Then S is invertible in r, and O(U) = S’US for all U E 9. 
Again, since our aim is to show 0 inner, it suffices to assume O(U) = U for 
all U E 9. 
For j > 1 we have O(Elj) = O(E,,E,jEjj)= E,,O(Elj)Ejj and hence 
O(E,j) = aljElj for some aij E R. We shall show that aij = ui2 for j > 1. 
Since the above is also true of O-‘, we have @-l(E,j)= bljElj for some 
bij E R. Since O(b,jE,,) = O(~I~~E,~E,,) = O(bljE,,)E,,, we have 
O(bljE,,) = c~~E,~ for some clj E R. Finally, Elj = O(b,,Elj> = 
O(bljE1lElj) = O(b,jE,,)O(E,j) = c,~E,,u,~E~~ = c~~u,~E~~, whence 
cijuij = 1 and uij is a unit of R. Also, uljElj =@(E,j)=O(E,,Ezj)= 
a,,E,,E,j [note that O(E,,)= Ezj, since Ezj E 91 = u,,E,~. Thus uij = ui2 
for j > 1. 
Letting 
we obtain D-‘E,,D = O(Eij) for all i, j. Thus 0 is inner, and the proof is 
complete. n 
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